
MARVIN GARDENS

The last of the Yellow properties, Marvin Gardens is the most expensive of the set . It is the only colored property that is
not a street; it is a housing area outside of.

God bless Jenna and the happiness she brings to the world. Three stars about sums up this place. Since the
shows this night are and I am no longer in my 20's, it is a nice option. Never Again. The food here is total
garbage. A nice little bar tucked away in the side streets of Belmont. For me it meets all important criteria
except patio can be better decorated and the dark beer choices were very limited, otherwise an excellent
friendly relaxing place! The music is nice and not too loud, and there is small patio outside. I've been coming
here for years. My friend introduced me to this place because she knows some coworkers who used to hang
out here all the time after work. Unfortunately, the fries were rock-hard and some of the worst fries that I've
ever had. The Margarita pizza was one of the poorest excuses for pizza I've eaten. I can see why! Veggie pizza
was loaded with vegetables. We also used to really love the pancetta con garlic pizza at Marvin Gardens, it's
just not the same. Listened to some nice tunes while eating my budget and downing a Guiness. The
sandwiches are pretty good. Ordered the starvin marvin burger. Staff super friendly and accommodating. I
started to feel a spiritual kinship the more I learned. The "Starving Marvin" my go to choice. So my wife
ended up with a huge order of fries with her poppers and a huge order of fries with her burger, so 2 huge
orders of fries. Being so consciously aware of a source and developing methods of mediation through that
same source over years is a feat of substantial generosity and considered sensitivity. It's supposed to be a
family spot. The paper, all original material sourced from catalogues, goes beyond Arp. This is usually one of
my favorite places. Came here to meet up with some friends and their kids. Not a full service bar, beer and
wine only. After reading some reviews, passing by for years, and looking at their coupons in the Val-peak that
come in the mail, we thought we would give this place a try. Everything I read provided confirmation that he
would approve of my appropriations. Hero worship and ancestor worship, one and the same. Tried the El Paso
last night burger with green pepper and cheese. What was available, such as the pizzas, chicken wings, onion
rings, fries, and burgers, ranged from being good to ok.


